# GOTS Roundtable Los Angeles

**Legal label claims for organic textile products and how GOTS addresses the UN’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)**

**Friday, 6th March 2020**  
California Market Center, 110 E 9th St,  
Los Angeles, CA

### 9:00-9:15  
**Registration**

### 9:15-9:45  
1. Overview of the standard  
2. What’s new in GOTS version 6.0  
3. What kind of labeling claims can be made on GOTS-certified products?  
4. GOTS marketing advantage and how we meet the UN’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

### 9:45-10:15  
**Case study of a GOTS-certified brand**  
- Marci Zaroff, author of [ECOrenaissance](#); Founder, [MetaWear](#); Founder, [Farm to Home](#); Co-Founder, [BeyondBrands](#); Founder, [Under the Canopy](#); and Producer, [THREAD Documentary](#) | [Driving Fashion Forward](#).

### 10:15-10:45  
**Case Study of a GOTS-Certified Manufacturer** - Scott Wilson, Founder, [UStrive Manufacturing](#).

### 10:45-11:00  
**Networking break**

### 11:00-11:30  
**What’s involved in a GOTS inspection?** Pritam Pradhan, Sustainable Textiles Certifier from [Control Union Certifications](#), will address the requirements of an on-site GOTS certification.

### 11:30-12:30  
**Open Q&A session** – The above panelists will answer questions from the audience.

### 12:30 - 1:30  
**Lunch**

### 1:45  
**Tour bus leaves for visit to Laguna Fabrics and UStrive Manufacturing site.** Limit of 25 people – pre-registration required.

### 5:00  
**Bus returns** to CA Market Center.